Since 1960, the central Agency for public mobilization and statistics (CAPMAS) is issuing annual bulletins on internal trade represented in wholesale and retail trade in formal private sector (general sector projects, stock, limited liability, limited by shares companies – foreign affiliates).

Completing the statistical survey in the distribution trade, the central Agency for public Mobilization and statistics (CAPMAS) issued annual bulletin from 1964/1965 on wholesale in un formal private sector (Excluding companies of stock, limited liability limited by shares foreign affiliates).

Completing the benefit from supplying the statistical data in the trade sector, the central Agency for public mobilization and statistics (CAPMAS) issued annual bulletin from 1969/1970 on retail trade in un formal private (5 employee or more).


**The questionnaires**
1- No (160 / A) a.m.a for wholesale trade and retail trade on general sector.
2- No (160/ B) a.m.a for wholesale trade and retail trade on formal private sector.
3- No (161) a.m.a for wholesale trade on un formal private sector.
4- No (163) a.m.a for retail trade on un formal private sector (5 employee or more).
5- No (162) a.m.a for the value of sales on retail trade (monthly) to estimate the index it.
6- No (164) a.m.a for the value of sales on wholesale trade (monthly) to estimate the index it.

**The Data output:**

1- Employee, wages, goods at beginning period, goods at the end of period, sales, Expenses, by Economic activity.
2- The same in No (1) by governorates.
3- The investment capital by economic activity.
4- The investment capital by governorates.
5- The movement of fixed assets by economic activity.
6- The movement of fixed assets by governorates.
7- The other assets by economic activity.
8- The other assets by governorates.

**The service trade statistics in Egypt**

The service trade statistics is issued with price statistic in Egypt. CAPMAS collect the prices for services trade such as:

(health service, education service, P.C service, insurance service, shaving expenses) and issued it with index number every 3 months.